18th Annual Celebration of Cultures

Lecture Series

12 - 1 PM | Bryan Williams, MD Student Center Sanders Lounge

1/23 T  Poverty, Social Inequality, & Mental Illness
         Laura Howe-Martin, PhD

1/30 T  Health Disparities: Causes and Consequences
         Richard Scotch, PhD

2/6 T   Culture at the End of Life: A Panel Discussion with Palliative Care Physicians
         Reeni Abraham, MD  Stephanie Houck, MD
         Ramona Rhodes, MD  Kate Tindal, MD

2/13 T   Updates in Global Health
          Abier Adelnaby, MD

Bone Marrow Drive

11 AM - 2 PM

2/12 M   SHP - the Allie (V4.116)
2/13 T   Student Center
2/14 W   North Campus Cafeteria
2/15 Th  South Campus Cafeteria

Celebration of Cultures

Show + Food Festival

2/16 F   Bryan Williams, MD
         Student Center
         Gym (5 PM)

Come for a great show + food from all over the world!
(Samples 25¢ each)

Sponsored by: Bryan Williams, MD Student Center, Office of Student Diversity and Inclusion, Student National Medical Association, Graduate Student Organization, Texas Medical Student Association, Latin Medical Student Association, Global Health Interest Group, & American Medical Women's Association.